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Best Books for Young Adults is back and better than ever! The new third edition continues to be the most
comprehensive and effective reference for great reading for young adults, including 40 years of best YA books plus
background on the history, committee procedures, and current issues facing the BBYA Committee.

All I Want Is the Truth. A telling photo-biographical account of John Lennon, the man behind the myth who
sought truth through music. When I Was a Soldier: A non-fiction account of French immigrant and Israeli
citizen Valerie Zenatti who enters into adulthood via compulsory army duty. Her life changes forever. The
Diary of Pelly D. While working on a demolition crew after the war, Toni V finds the diary of Pelly D buried
in an empty water can. The more he reads of the diary the more he begins to question what he has believed his
whole life. Jack is all set to leave Freedom Station for a new job on Liberty when an Earthie Rat, Kit, and her
bot who has named himself Waldo, endanger not only his plans but also his life. A Modern Tale of Faerie.
After catching her boyfriend cheating on her with her mother, Valerie runs away from home and slides into a
seductively magical world full of betrayal and honor. Does she have the strength and power to bind the magic
and restore it to its rightful possessors, the Order? After years of mistreatment at white run boarding schools,
Ned Begay and other Navajo are enlisted by the Army to use their special talents to develop an unbreakable
code in World War II. Natasha and Antonio, young lovers, communicate via letters for nine years during his
incarceration for murdering his father. Victoria Denton Egg hides behind her identity until she falls in love
with an interesting new boy unlike all the others. Life becomes interesting when she learns to share her true
self--her brains, her energy, her talents and love of the cinema-with others. Crippled in a drunk driving
accident, Ted loses his basketball scholarship. Then a shocking offer to spy on a Manhattan princess brings
another chance to attend college his way. Where is the line between privacy and spying? Revenge of the
Witch. Thomas Ward is the seventh son of a seventh son and has an aptitude for the supernatural. Thomas
becomes an apprentice to the Spook who has the important, if feared, job of ridding the countryside and
villages of pesky "ghouls, boggarts, and all manner of wicked beasties. Ten short stories that explore the issue
of what it means to be a man. Dead bodies, a sarcastic performance artist, an English country manor, bored
Russians, Richard III, scheming writers and artificial buttocks are just a few things found in this play
comprised of seven mini plays within a play. As Simple as Snow. High school student Anastasia Anna Cayne
disappears, leaving behind her neatly placed dress lying near a hole in the ice. Miles is looking for the Great
Perhaps--and an Alabama boarding school offers the possibility of finding it, especially after he meets the
captivating, unpredictable, and utterly alive Alaska. Where I Want to Be. Jane and Lily have always been
close despite their differences. After Jane dies, both must come to terms with their troubled relationship. In a
novel of free verse, Sam, a modern-day African-American teen copes with the break-up of his parents
marriage and his changed relationship with his father. A parallel narrative explores the biblical story of
Ishmael, son of Abraham, and his despair upon being replaced by Isaac. A witch who knows little about the
practicalities of daily life finds a hideously ugly baby boy in the woods and raises him as her son. Stripes of
the Sidestep Wolf. Social, religious, and economic forces are pushing for a whole new existence for Satchel.
Meanwhile an animal long thought extinct blinks and yawns, "and breath billowing out between its great wide
jaws would take form and swirl, an echo like memory of the animal itself. Only his best friend Andy
understands him, and together they harbor deep secrets that are eventually revealed in a most shocking way.
FLUSH, the story of what happens after Paine Underwood pulls the plug on the Coral Queen, gets arrested for
this act, and how this spurs his family and community to take action. Translated by Michael Hofmann. Why
did Gabe suddenly disappear? Can Jocelyn put the pieces together and make it safe for his return or are they
all forever stained? The 13 blue envelopes Ginny receives from her Aunt Peg will take her through Europe and
change her life. Thomas Wanninger feigns interest in gardening as his motivation for wanting to work on the
kibbutz. This modern German teen really wants to discover whether or not his grandfather was a Nazi war
criminal. Daisy Kutter is a reformed bandit in a strange wild west town where robots and cell phones are as
common as corrupt poker games and shotguns. Her "reform" is short lived as she tries to pull off the ultimate
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heist and figure out how to maintain a relationship with her ex partner in crime and lover, Tom, who is now
the Sheriff. Heavy Metal and You. Ten stories from Down Under explore the darkness and the light of the
human spirit. Steven has noticed that his new health teacher, Mr. A Novel in Dialogue. After being sold in the
largest slave auction in American history, Emma and Joe agonize whether to try to escape or remain chattel in
this fact based novel told almost entirely in dialogue. Are We There Yet? Brothers Elijah and Danny travel
through Italy together even though they feel that they have nothing in common. Then they meet Julia.
Sleeping Freshmen Never Lie: All Rivers Flow to the Sea. Autobiography of My Dead Brother. Jesse
examines his life and the lives of those around him in words and art. Matt Cruise is following his dream as a
first-year student at the Airship Academy when during a two-week navigation training stint, he is part of the
crew that sights the Hyperion, a legendary ship that never reached its destination and is reputed to be carrying
great wealth. This sighting sets off a fierce competition among adventurers to reach the ship and seize her
treasure. Matt finds himself aboard a special vessel with his old friend Kate, a mysterious young woman, and a
rogue adventurer chased by murderous pirates, also seeking the wealth. A Room on Lorelei Street. A bed in a
room. But when you are 17 and your alcoholic mother cannot even remember to pay rent and you deal, deal,
deal with it, the room on Lorelei Street --what a pretty name--seems like heaven, if you can only figure out
how to pay for it. Holding the World Cup as he talks, El Gato, the great goalie, describes his early life in a
remote South American village, the secret soccer field hewn from the jungle and the mysterious figure he
knows only as the Keeper who trained him. Sticky, 17, foster care victim and talented white basketball player
overcomes his tough upbringing with the support of his girlfriend and the older hoopsters at the local gym.
Criss Cross is a radio show that Debbie and Hector and others listen to in the car. It also serves as a central
metaphor for this rambling collection of thoughts centered on how unique individuals cross our paths or fail to
cross our paths. Criss Cross explores the symbols and language, mostly through the voices of Debbie and
Hector, of love and connections and just how beautiful and tenuous they can be. Could year-old Hanna have
prevented the deaths of two teens? Her realization that life can change in an instant causes her to revaluate her
life and relationships as she keeps her guilty secret. Percy Jackson and the Olympians. After dyslexic teen
Percy Jackson vaporizes his Algebra teacher and is attacked by the Minotaur, he discovers that he is not who
he thought he was! Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince. In book 6 Harry is more contrary and less trusting
yet a leader. Harry wants revenge against he who shall not be named and goes on a series of dark adventures
to try and accomplish his goal. Eyes of the Emperor. Lying about his age, 16 year-old Eddy Okubo joins the
U. Army in Honolulu in , just before the bombing of Pearl Harbor. He wants to make his father proud and
protect his country, the United States of America. Translated by Terese Edelstein. Under the Persimmon Tree.
Maya Laor comes to Virginia to escape the tragic bombing that killed her boyfriend and for which she feels
responsible-- but even that may not be far enough to escape from the grief and pain. Translated by John
Brownjohn. A Prince must play at being a jester as he strives to rescue his imprisoned father. This is her story,
of dreams and lies and madness. A worthy sequel to The Edge on the Sword. Libby is a typical 14 year old.
She says "down" when her stepfather says "up. In fact she is purposely late to the launch of their group sailing
trip and her family decides to set sail alone. Mediterranean pirates and a fierce storm kill her stepfather,
seriously injure her mother, and scuttle and strip the sailboat. Now Libby must figure out what to do and
where to go before her mother dies. Six teenagers discover that their parents are super-villains, and after
deciding to turn them in, fight for both their own survival and an end to the evil from which they were born.
Ruba, a teenager in Pass Christian, Mississippi, struggles to deal with civil rights and Hurricane Camille using
the voodoo skills her Haitian grandmother taught her. Then an armed robbery goes terribly wrong and
everything changes. Waid, Mark and others. DC Comics, October The origin of Superman is updated in this
graphic novel. When year-old farm boy Paul Sutton takes a job at the full-service Shell station in town, he sees
the town and its inhabitants through new eyes.
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And while you may be mourning the oncoming loss of summer, you should be celebrating this new season of
publishing. And the month also heralds exciting YA debuts from authors you should be watching, like
Katherine Locke and Akemi Bowman. Summer is over, but an autumn of amazing reads is just beginning.
When it becomes clear that someone is using dark magic to change history, Ellie must risk
everythingâ€”including her only way homeâ€”to stop the process. At Zeppelin Bend, an outdoor education
program designed to teach troubled youth the value of hard work, cooperation, and compassion, 10 teens are
left alone in the wild. The teens are a diverse group who come from all walks of life, and they were all sent to
Zeppelin Bend as a last chance to get them to turn their lives around. Quiet and shy, Mateo is devastated at the
thought of leaving behind his hospitalized father, his best friend, and her baby girl. Having lost his entire
family, Rufus is no stranger to Death-Cast. Not that it makes it any easier. Isolated and scared, the boys reach
out to each other, and what follows is a day of living life to the full. Though neither of them had expected that
their final day on earth would involve falling in loveâ€¦ 4. Warcross by Marie Lu Release Date: September
12th from G. The obsession started 10 years ago and its fan base now spans the globe, some eager to escape
from reality and others hoping to make a profit. Struggling to make ends meet, teenage hacker Emika Chen
works as a bounty hunter, tracking down players who bet on the game illegally. But the bounty hunting world
is a competitive one, and survival has not been easy. Needing to make some quick cash, Emika takes a risk
and hacks into the opening game of the international Warcross Championshipsâ€”only to accidentally glitch
herself into the action and become an overnight sensation. But soon her investigation uncovers a sinister plot,
with major consequences for the entire Warcross empire. Each sister has a magical giftâ€¦ and the last one to
survive gets to be the queen. Description spoilers ahead for Book One: With the unforgettable events of the
Quickening behind them and the Ascension Year underway, all bets are off. Katharine, once the weak and
feeble sister, is stronger than ever before. Arsinoe, after discovering the truth about her powers, must figure
out how to make her secret talent work in her favor without anyone finding out.
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Share30 Shares K The ten novels on this list all substantiate the belief that books are the most elastic,
introspective, human and entertaining form of media that exist. Not movies, not music, not art, not the theatre.
A famous author once said that novels are the best way for two human beings to connect with each other. I
believe this, and I believe that people who do not find pleasure in words have never had the opportunity to
read one of the great novels. The first introductions students often have to literature are stale century-old
books that do not translate well to this new modern era. Frankly they are boring, and a lot of kids drift into the
living room and turn on the television and stay glued for the rest of their lives. So, here I will present the ten
greatest novels of the last twenty years, without apologies. Homes First Sentence: Homes deserves recognition
for her amazing writing skills, her unique voice and her gloomy view of the world. Homes shines when
writing about screwed-up, out-of-love or on the brink of out-of-love couples. Torching is no exception. The
married couple, Paul and Elaine, first appeared in a short story in The Safety of Objects, and then took on a
life of their own. Married in suburbia, with two young boys, we follow them in their search for happiness, or
some form of contentment, which they never seem to find. Smoking crack in the dining room, having affairs,
trying to burn down their own houseâ€¦nothing seems to change their boredom and disappointment. Homes
makes this common enough theme of suburban ennui feel real with her shining prose, a secondary cast of
interesting plots and characters, and lack of a fairy-tale ending. And while he may have written better novels
than Fight Club see Survivor , this is the one that brought him to the show and inspired a new, fed-up
generation to push back. His quick, intelligent prose keeps the attention of the worst ADHD-sufferers, and the
themes in Fight Club of revolt, of going back to zero, of anti-consumerism are universal, accessible and
desperately needed in the world we live in today. Dazzling, original, mind-bending, genius, heart-breaking,
addicting, wonderful, jaw-dropping. The list goes on and on and on. No other novel has created its own world
quite like Leaves. Danielewski made us question our own sanity. The main plot follows a family who moves
into a new house that they quickly find out is haunted. Imagine if you will a book that you have to take over to
your mirror to read passages written backwards. Imagine twenty-two page rants about the origins of the word
echo. The house is alive. Forget you ever read this. Go on with your life, and move down the list. Do NOT
read this book. This book consists of three novellas, woven together and taken from earlier Dubus
publications. It is also a wonderful movie starring the enigmatic Laura Dern and Naomi Watts. Affairs are had,
feelings crushed, epiphanies thwarted, friendships tested. Shows us that nobody ever has anything figured out,
not really. That what we do and feel morphs and shifts. It does what a great book is supposed to do: Without
each other, all will be lost. This book is heart-wrenching, desperate and mesmerizing. Let me just say that I
was literally in tears in the middle of a crowded Barnes and Nobles, trying to pretend like there was something
in my eyes. You will not be able to breathe until you finish it. Here he gives us a little more to work with, like
allusions Howard Roark! A, and a semi-coherent plot. Nobody in the world can write like Ellis, though many
have tried, and failed miserably. And here he shines. The things they do are despicable and immoral. What do
you think happens in Universities around America? What do you think most people are really like? This is a
documentary of lost, attractive young people falling into the void. And nobody cares and nobody cares and
nobody cares. If Palanuick is the very best writer, sentence to sentence, then Franzen is clearly the best living
novelist. This story involves one Louis Holland, and a Harvard seismologist named Dr. It writes about the evil
of corporations, but in a stronger, more mature way than Palanuick. Franzen is a historian, and he tells us
exactly why the world is bad, how it came to be that way. He goes all the way back to the colonization of
America, but not in a preachy or boring way. He personifies a raccoon for five pages, which is strangely one
of the most poignant parts of the whole book. The two main characters are what make the book. Franzen is a
master and a genius; he builds and constructs. He makes us work for it. As with the 1 author on this list, you
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can imagine him standing behind a door somewhere laughing at all of his readers. This novel succeeds where
The Twenty-seventh City fell a little short, and The Corrections overthrew. It follows generations of a
Dominican-American family, the struggles they encounter in the Dominican Republic, and the curses that
follow them to America. The main protagonist Oscar is a pound nerdy, RPG-playing guy in America, who
desperately wants to find love. We follow him in his constant struggle to find it, and bear witness to his
countless rejections. You can do it! Who eventually falls for a gangster Why Beli, why? Diaz blends
Dominican history and folklore, humor, love, sex, death, revolutions, Castro, and dictators into one of the best
freshman novels of all time. He employs current pop references, historical footnotes, a bad-ass original
refreshing writing style, a mysterious narrator, Spanish, a blazing humor, age-old plot devices, and one of the
most heart-breaking characters in existence to make this an instant classic. President Kennedy had been killed.
It takes us everywhere in Southeast Asia, and even back to the United States. Johnson depicts a war where
nothing is clear, where friends and enemies are indistinguishable, and where myths are created out of the land
itself. With a cast of half-a-dozen supporting characters, he portrays the war from the perspective of both sides
of Vietnam, from two G. While it was very difficult indeed to rank the other nine books on this list, deciding
where to put this book on the list was as involuntary as breathing. This is by far the best, the longest, the most
difficult, the most frustrating, the most entertaining, the most rewarding book on this list. Ultimately, this book
is about addiction in every form you could possibly imagine: Heroin, alcohol, cannabis, crack, cocaine,
Diludiad, Percocet, sex, sports, cleaning, and on and on and on. With a cast of hundreds, and almost footnotes,
coming in at a whopping 3 lbs, Jest focuses mainly on a halfway house in the Boston suburbs, and the adjacent
Enfield Tennis Academy. Wallace spent hundreds of hours going to AA meetings, and this book is considered
by many to be the most realistic account of drug addiction and the Alcoholics Anonymous program in either
fiction or non-fiction. Wallace created his own world in Infinite Jest. This is not just a big novel with big
ideas. This book deserves its own cannon. It cannot be categorized. This book genuinely redefines the
boundaries of what a novel can do. Wallace hung himself in late Infinite Jest is his second, and last, finished
novel.
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He goes from being bullied at home to experiencing the same thing in a new environment, where he has to
grapple with racism and stereotyping from his peers. All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brendan
Kiely When a young black teen named Rashad is violently beaten by a police officer in a local convenience
storeâ€”to the point where he is hospitalized and missing day after day of schoolâ€”the media scoops up the
story. And the police officer? Especially when those realities are frightening. Because it shows that these
storiesâ€”your storiesâ€”matter. The book tells the story of their friendship and blossoming feelings, while
also dealing with their families. In this fresh take on the tale, Ash is a teen girl dealing with a cruel stepmother
after her father dies. But when a fairy appears, it seems like she just might get whisked away to a better life, as
promises are made for a better future. As a new friendship blooms between them and feelings begin to surface,
Ash finds herself torn between two potential worlds: She steals books whenever she can, from Nazi book
burning to libraries, saving them and finding fictional places in which to escape. Narrated by Death, the novel
discusses love, loss and history in one incredibly powerful tome. Dimple finds the guy working as a DJ at a
party, spinning music and living his life the way he wants. Humor and swoons are quick to follow. Maybe you
just love the person you love. Volume one, Boxers, tells the story of Little Bao, who is forced to watch his
people being taken advantage of by missionaries. Set during the Boxer Rebellion, the book follows Bao as he
joins the rebellion against the Westerners. Volume two, Saints, reveals the other side of the conflict from the
perspective of Vibiana, a girl who was forced out of her village and has finally found a home with the
missionaries. The heartbreaking narrative is gorgeously illustrated, promising a multifaceted exploration of a
painful time in Chinese history. In other words, this mixture of history and personal narrative told in stunning
free verse is essential reading. Set in what appears like a utopia, the novel introduces a young boy named
Jonas who lives in a pain-free society. The world runs on conformity and contentmentâ€”at the price of
emotion. So when Jonas is selected to be the next Receiver of Memory and is introduced to past secrets, he
finds himself questioning the world around him. The Giver asks big questions about what people are willing to
sacrifice in order to feel safe. Would you give up all feeling and color for a life without crime or sickness?
And how important is your individuality? She has free reign living as a ward of Jordan College, exploring the
grounds with her daemon, Pantalaimon. In her world, the souls of children are embodied within these magical
beasts and serve as guides for their respective humans. A fantasy novel that touches on religion, belief and
family, The Golden Compass proves as imaginative as it is heavy hitting. Think Gothic mansions, corsets,
etiquette lessonsâ€¦and now toss in alternate realms and powerful visions. Alone with no way to communicate
and a stretch of forest ahead, Brian must learn how to hunt and build a shelter to last the winter. Living in
Opium is Matteo, a clone of El Patron, the man who rules over the land with an iron fist of cruelty and greed.
El Patron creates clones to harvest their organs and unnaturally extend his own life, continuing his reign of
terror. As the truths surfaces, Matteo finds himself in the middle of a growing war. Other countries are tired of
El Patron, other drug cartels want access to Opium and many people want to shut him downâ€¦ some on the
inside. What follows is a story about fighting for your place in the world when you have dreams that are
bigger than what people think you deserve. The sequel, The Lord of Opium, came out in Pick it up, and
experience a terrifying world. The narrative style is a bit experimental, dishing out the story in a series of
beautiful vignettes. The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins The dystopian novel that launched a bestselling
trilogy and an epic film franchise, The Hunger Games is an action-packed thrill ride that dishes out a glimpse
of a brutal, totalitarian future. It also launched a battle of ships, with fans waging a war between Peeta and
Gale. The Capitol is supported by 12 districts that provide various resourcesâ€¦ and annually offer one boy and
one girl to the Hunger Games. In this live-broadcast program, teens fight to the death for the entertainment of
the Capitol and the horror of the citizens. And when a year-old named Katniss watches her sister get selected
for the event, she volunteers to take her place. The series continues with Catching Fire and Mockingjay, with
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the stakes, action and romance intensifying with each title. Lies We Tell Ourselves confronts race, sexuality
and a complex landscape as the two teens learn more about themselves, each other and the injustice of the
world around them. Looking for Alaska follows miles in this pursuit as he transfers to a new school and finds
himself with an eclectic group of new friendsâ€”and a new crush on Alaska Young. The misadventures of
Miles, Alaska and their mutual group of friends have all the elements of teen friendships: Looking for Alaska
delivers a contemporary read packed with the humor and heart for which John Green is so famous. He has big
dreams, like of becoming a filmmaker, but suddenly finds that ground to a horrifying halt. A drugstore owner
was shot, and the rumor floating around is that Steve had something to do with it. Steve delivers his story as a
movie script, which unravels with flashbacks and multi-camera shots. The resulting narrative is as gripping as
it is unique. A Young Adult take on Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, the novel follows a teen named
Aaron, who wrestles with family, friends, love, heartbreak and sexuality. But in the world that Adam Silvera
has crafted, there are ways around the things that way heavy on our minds. And Aaron wants to forget the
feelings he has for one of his friends. And despite the slight sci-fi twist, everything in the novel feels so very
real. More Happy Than Not will leave you shaken for days, if not weeks. The Outsiders by S. The Socs are
teen kids from wealthy families; the Greasers hail from homes with significantly less. They always fight, but
one day it goes too far. And one of the Greasers kills a Soc. The seemingly black and white world of one gang
vs. Violence begets violence, and as the law descends and friends start to fall, a Greaser named Ponyboy
learns painful lessons about his place in the world. The Outsiders is a story of complicated friendships, class
struggles and changing world views. The epistolary novel highlights the struggles that come with being
introverted and unpopular, while also discussing friendship, sexuality and abuse, both physical and emotional.
In The Perks of Being a Wallflower, Charlie is a shy freshman who loves books and finds himself taken under
the wing of an English teacher. Meanwhile, he becomes friends with some high school seniors, forming a
quirky clique that leads him through a complicated period of self-discovery. Give it a read, and keep the
tissues handy. Pointe by Brandy Colbert Theo is a teen ballet dancer who has been through it all: And she
struggles with the fact that her best friend, Donovan, has been missing for years and is constantly on her mind.
But Donovan was kidnapped. Donovan returns after years with his kidnapper, and repressed memories rush
back to Theo. Just trust me that Pointe offers a dark story of mystery and heartbreak. But after the character
saves the day, what happens next? In this geeky blend of contemporary YA and fantasy, we meet Mikey, a
teen who just wants to go through the motions of high school and maybe, just maybe ask out his best friend,
Henna. The novel explores interesting questions: What happens when you feel so average around
extraordinary people? Can you find a way to stand out? Do you even want to? And hidden within all the
geekery, Ness tackles mental illness, sexuality and friendship for a serious emotional punch. Amongst all this
we meet Nailer, a teen boy dealing with the pressures of this brutal life. Poverty is everywhere, people are
dying and not meeting your quota on scrap means starvation. Until a glimmer of hope presents itself on the
shores of the beach after a hurricaneâ€”a clipper ship. Ship Breaker promises a vivid portrait of a brutal world
and the kids who must fight to live in it. Just giving you fair warning. Speak by Laurie Halse Anderson
Melinda Sorindo is a teen girl starting high school at Merryweather High, and what should be a time of new
friends and broadened horizons is anything but. She finds herself a social outcast after calling the cops on a
party at the end of the summer, and now no one wants to talk or to listen to her. What happened at that party
that made her call the police? A National Book Award Finalist and a nominee for the Printz and Edgar award,
this novel is essential reading for any teen. Sofia faces racism and stereotyping in school, so she seeks out her
revenge by doing well in school and proving others wrong. And when the opportunity to attend a prestigious
private school surfaces, she has the opportunity to leave the barrio and explore the world beyond. But this
means leaving behind her familyâ€”and the traditions she holds so dear. The story takes readers on an
incredible adventure as the Murray children quest with three immortal women on a mission to save their
father. Unfortunately for Naila, her conservative parents absolutely forbid her to be friends with boys, never
mind actually date one. When her relationship is discovered, her parents whisk her away to Pakistan under the
guise of a vacation to learn about her culture. But her parents have actually arranged a marriage for her, and
the wedding is to immediately take place. Piddy is new to the school and just wants to fit inâ€¦ not get picked
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on and harassed. And the tension created for Piddy and her situation feels very, very real. What about that
title?
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